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Abstract. The Web is witnessing an exponential growth of distributed and heterogeneous educational material. This hampers distinguishing among contents of these materials, as well as their retrieval. While information retrieval
and classification mechanisms concentrate on corpus analysis, annotation approaches either target specific formats or require that a document follows interoperable standards. Rather than target only textual characteristics, our strategy is mainly based on components of educational material. The header, body,
footer and numbering of slides and progress bar are examples of components of
slides and videos. Though our work is general purpose, it is being tested against
slides and videos from Coursera, a web platform that provides universal access
to online education material and courses from universities and organizations
around the world.

1. Introduction
Increasingly, lecturers create digital educational material to support their students.
This material is commonly shared via the Internet, transforming the Web into a huge platform to share courseware[1, 2, 3]. Several scientists have created repositories to organize
and facilitate access to these materials. However the producers of these materials often do
not indicate all the topics covered in a given content or do not follow a standard protocol
to indicate this information. This hampers distinguishing among such contents, as well as
their retrieval.
In most cases, when someone (e.g. a student) is looking for educational contents
or a specific subject, the results of traditional search engines are presented as a set (or
disjunction) of potentially interesting documents, which may not be adapted to learning
purposes [4]. A technique called Topic Modeling was developed to reduce this problem; it is used to discover, extract and collate large collections of thematic structures of
documents [5, 6]. Topic modeling is a set of algorithms capable of discovering and extracting topics from the structure of a documents corpus, aiming at the identification of
this collection and facilitating the subsequent analysis of these for e-learning [7].
Topic Modeling are generally used in conjunction with labeling techniques. Topic
Labeling is a technique that allows users to view topics semantically more consistent,
decreasing dependence on specialized knowledge (on the domain or collection) necessary
for the interpretation of such topics.
However, these and other solutions commonly found in the literature have been
conceived to classify documents based on training sets and annotations, strongly cou-

pling the methods to a set of examples. Moreover, they require extra tasks in addition to
collecting the documents (such as [8]). In addition, these solutions have not been applied
to sets with different formats of material and do not use other information from these
materials to aid in the classification of topics.
This paper present our strategy to solve this gap. Our method is mainly based
on exploiting what we name ”components of educational material”. It will be illustrated
via an example of its application. Though our work is general purpose, it is being tested
against slides and videos from Coursera1 , a web platform that provides access to online
educational material and courses from several organizations and universities.
The elicitation of topics covered in various educational materials could support
teachers and students to undertake study activities in a dynamic way. As will be seen,
our proposal lets each person customize the connections (relationships) across courseware from different sources, thus creating a personalized set of materials according to a
person’s interests and goals. It can also make it easier to search the most appropriate items
in educational repositories to learn some new concept, enhancing classes.
From the computational point of view, this research contributes to the improvement of techniques for handling unstructured data, with different formats. To the best of
our knowledge, our is the first proposal in which slide and video features will guide text
analysis and topic classification techniques.

2. Concepts and Related Work
2.1. Educational data mining
Our work involves a recent research area called Educational data mining (EDM).
EDM is concerned with researching, developing, and applying computerized methods to
detect patterns in collections of educational data that would otherwise be hard or impossible to analyze due to the enormous volume of data within which they exist. According
to Romero and Ventura [9] research in EDM is formed by intersection of the areas: Data
mining and machine learning, Computer-based education and Learning analytics.
2.2. Components of educational materials
The strategy presented here to represent courseware content is inspired by a concept created in this research: components of educational material. Components are positional structures that highlight information of some material in order to facilitate the
understanding of these materials. Header, body, footer and numbering of slides are examples of components of slides; titles, subtitles and the progress bar are examples of
components of videos. This information also can be used for analysis; in our work, we
use these characteristics in classification tasks, indexing, comparison and retrieval.
Unlike other approaches in the literature that use the entire text of a document
equally, we will also extract information of components from different types of material
to guide classification tasks.
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2.3. Document Analysis
Currently, document analysis is concentrated in three main strategies to deal with
large volumes of complex and heterogeneous documents[10]: 1) to convert the original
document into a specific format; 2) to use interoperable standards (e.g., XML) to extract
information from the documents; 3) to use only user-provided metadata, requiring user
assistance.
The first strategy generally presents an ad hoc conversion methodology for a document type and needs to be changed if different types of documents are used concomitantly.
In strategy two, the main difficulty is to handle format diversity, since interoperable formats and predefined schemes are a prerequisite - e.g. other studies that use the same
documents, will be limited to use XML. On the other hand, approach three deals very
well with file format diversity, but adds an extra step in document production, making the
production process even more tedious and laborious.
Our work presents a novel strategy to documents analysis, which considers the
components present in the documents to facilitate the identification of topics in the documents.
2.4. Topic Modeling
Topic Modeling is based on a set of unsupervised techniques that assume that
documents are composed of a mixture of topics. Thus, documents are represented as
the set of topics. Topics can be regarded as a probability distribution over the vocabulary;
they are learned in an unsupervised manner, that distribution indicates semantic coherence
between words[11, 12] .
Probabilistic topic models allow work such as [13, 14], to represent and handle
documents at a higher level (topics rather than words). On the other hand, those work
is limited to the document vocabulary, hence documents of authors with very different
vocabularies may not be composed by the same mixture of topics.
Both unsupervised and probabilistic approaches are highly dependent on the vocabulary a lecture used in a given document. This makes it difficult to analyze educational
materials from different sources and hinders the choice of the best material for study. Our
strategy uses an external authoritative source to standardize the topics extracted from
courseware, and thus decreases the problem of manipulating various documents with different vocabularies.
2.5. Topic Labeling
Topic labeling is an activity whose goal is to choose few phrases that sufficiently
explain the meaning of the topic. According to Allahyari and Kochut[15], this task can be
labor intensive particularly when dealing with hundreds of topics, attracting considerable
attention to this area.
Most research in topic models uses the distribution over words to represent the
knowledge of a topic (e.g. [16, 5]). However, some authors (e.g [17]) claim that these
approaches demand some familiarity with the domain and the document collection. Users
without this knowledge will not be able to elicit concepts from a set of words, to identify
the main subject or to compare different themes.
3

Figure 1. Overview of our proposal.

Studies, such as [18, 19, 17], use phrases or words extraction methods to group and
classify documents. These approaches focus only in corpus analysis and do not consider
any other information from the document. We believe that some extra information from
the document (e.g our components) can support classification tasks.
As will be seen, we also perform topic labeling. However, to define the topics
present in educational material, we use the components of these materials and external
bases to standardize the labels used in the classification.
Lau et al.[20] also used external databases to generate labels for topic models, but
the authors limit themselves to a single label to classify the topics for the whole document,
even when a document might address a variety of issues (something very recurrent in
educational materials).
The components used in our work to classify the topics in a courseware will also
guide a method to divide the material when the topic changes in the text.

3. Extracting topics from educational material
Figure 1 shows the stages of our methodology to find out topics in educational
materials topics using their components. The first module ”Components and Text Extraction” extract components under the assumption that they are good descriptions of that
document. Components extracted include author, date, header, body, footer, numbering
of slides and title, subtitle and progress bar of videos. At the end of this module, the text
from each of these components are extracted to compose a set of elements of interest.
Next, elements of interest will be used as input for the next stage, the ”Classifier”. Here, we access a database which stores an enriched taxonomy created in the
”Combiner” module. The ”Combiner” accesses external sources of knowledge (such as
Wikipedia 2 and the ACM Computing Classification System) to create a new structure,
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called ”enriched taxonomy”, which helps topic classification, e.g. topic ”Graph-based
database models” from ACM is linked to the Wikipedia page with title ”Graph database”.
This structure uses the ACM taxonomy as a basis, and links each taxonomy term to one
Wikipedia page.
Using an Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) algorithm, defined by [21], we calculated the similarity of elements of interest in each courseware to the set of pages of
Wikipedia present in the ”enriched taxonomy” created by the ”Combiner”. Thus, we can
recognize each topic covered in a educational material and create a hash table that associates material to topic labels regarding the classification of a topic, e.g. topic ”Database”.
Lecturers often teach a given set of subjects in a course. For this reason, we
search for every topic mentioned by a given lecturer in an educational material, ”slicing”
the material by time (for video) or placing ”markers” in slides (such as changes in the
titles of the slides).
In the last module, the ”Classifier” generates text reports that indicate all the topics
found in each of the documents. These reports can be used to conduct analyzes of educational materials more easily and quickly than examining the content of each material
separately.

4. Proposal shortcomings
Although our proposal is general purpose, it may have some shortcomings whether
the educational material has no components. In this case, we would be limited to just
using the corpus of the educational material, like common strategies in literature. Also,
we can not ”slice” or ”mark” the material to indicate divisions of topics. Consequently,
our proposal will find topics less precise.
Another obstacle happens whether educational material has many images. Some
lecturers usually fill their slides and videos with pictures to illustrate concepts, draw audience attention or even graphics that require interpretation.
Since our solution does not present any technique for image recognition, these
contents are not taken into account for the recognition of topics covered in the materials.
To resolve this problem, a module for extracting content of visual components should be
added in the Component and Text Extraction stage. However, to demonstrate the general
utility of components of educational materials, in this work we use only textual components of slides and videos.
We ultimately identify flaws in our methodology whether topics covered in slides
and videos are very implicit, specific, or new. For example, imagine that a lecturer wants
to tell a personal or common sense story to illustrate the importance of a particular concept
of the discipline. Probably, the topics found by our methodology will be inadequate to
classify the material used by that lecturer. Another example is that the lecturer prepares
a material on a modern subject-matter such as ”Big Data” or ”Internet of Things”, even
though our proposal is using ACM’s latest taxonomy (until the moment of our research it
was last changed in 2012), these terms are not present in the ACM’s taxonomy and our
proposal will not be able to find topics with these names.
Our approach treat these two examples like common cases; The components and
texts of this material are related to the most similar Wikipedia page (even though the
5

similarity is close to zero), and the latter is related to the ACM taxonomy node, which
will be defined as the topic addressed in that material. This can lead to topics that are not
appropriate for the materials in these two examples. To solve this problem, in future work
new external sources must be proposed, such as constantly updated technical books and
ontologies to assist in the algorithms of topics classification used in our research.

5. Case Study
To show the applicability of our approach, we performed each step described
above in educational materials from Coursera, a web platform that provides universal access to education material and courses online from universities and organizations around
the world. We collected 97 documents in the slide format and 97 videos from the Specialization course in Data Science, offered by Johns Hopkins University 3 , to be used as
a case study. The following is an example of our approach applied to a file in slide format and to another in video format. In Figure 2 and 3 we can observe the components
and texts, respectively highlighted through ellipses and rectangles that will be used for
classification.

Figure 2. Components and text extracted from slides.

The texts from header and number of slides were extracted as components of each
slide. In addition, the texts present on the body of slides were also extracted.
Through the subtitle file, available for each of the videos, the texts and the time
stamps of each of the lecturers’ statements were extracted.
This information was then used to classify each of the educational materials in the
case study collection. Finally, the similarities of the texts of the slides and videos with
a set of 900 Wikipedia pages, selected according to the ACM taxonomy. In this case of
study, the words that appear in the headers are twice the weight of the words that appeared
in the body to slides classification. We have created this difference between word weights
as we believe that headings are more important in determining the topics present in a
lecture. The Wikipedia names of the most similar pages for each educational material
were used to represent the topics of each material.
The time of each speech assisted in the detection of topic changes throughout
each video, allowing to verify that a given video could address more than one subject. To
accomplish this analysis, the subtitle text was divided into five-minute ”time windows”,
3
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Figure 3. Components and text extracted from video subtitles.

so a set of subtitle extracted in a 30 minute period became six new subtitles, allowing each
to be classified separately. In an analogous way were made tests with slides separating its
contents every 5 slides.
This case study is our first step in the direction towards applying our proposal
to produce a system for aggregating resources across multiple online teaching resources.
Despite this, the case study is comprehensive enough to show the effectiveness of the
proposal for finding out topics on educational slides and videos.

6. Results discussion
At the end of the case study, we are able to discover the topics covered throughout the specialization course without the need for notes or other extra tasks for teachers.
Because of these findings, some analysis/research questions were possible, for example:
”What are the n topics most frequently covered during the course?”
To answer this question, we extracted the five main topics from each of the slides
in a lecture and videos. Then we computed the frequency of each topic in slides and
videos, and proceeded to compute the frequency of each topic in the course (set of slides
and of videos). We chose the ”top five” in the classification of topics, as this concept is
commonly used in the literature. However, using our approach, we can verify the presence
of more than hundreds of topics present in the ACM Computing Classification System. If
we used a very large number, the relevance of the topics found would decrease. In fact,
if n is not provided, the system returns hundreds of topics with insignificant frequency.
Figure 4 shows the answer to our question.
Thus, we can conclude that Regression Analysis is the most recurrent topic during
the Specialization course in Data Science at Johns Hopkins University, present in 24.74%
of classes. It is followed by Robust Regression (20.62%), SQL (16.49%), Relational
Database Model (15.46%) and Linked Lists (12.37%). These topics could be briefly presented as requirements or even in a short course that would be offered to all students
before enrolling in the specialization course.
7

Figure 4. Top 5 topics covered in the Specialization course in Data Science at
Coursera.

7. Ongoing work
We are currently investigating ways to analyze the possible relationships among
the topics elicited from the educational materials. Relationships among the contents
should be stored to be used to facilitate the search for educational materials.
According to Khan et al.[22], using a graph database we can handle directly a
wide range of queries that we are expecting that students and lecturers would make on
a platform for access to educational material, e.g., queries to analyze relations among
content, to compare and check the similarities between lessons and lecturers, or the use of
algorithms on graphs, which would otherwise require deep join operations in normalized
relational tables.
At this stage, our hypothesis is that the use of graph databases can support navigation through the content of educational materials highlighting the relationships among
them.

8. Conclusions and future work
This text presented our research towards designing a new approach to discover
topics in educational materials using their components. We extract component from these
materials (slides and videos) and input them to a classification algorithm. Our classification algorithm combines ESA algorithms, ACM Computing Classification System and
Wikipedia. Our solution was tested against slides and videos from Coursera and showed
that the placement of text on slides and videos can be used to text classification and topic
extraction of these materials.
In future, we would like to extend our work to incorporate relationships among
subjects themselves (and not just relate material and topics). Moreover, it would be interesting to add more information about the documents structure to facilitate understanding
8

the results. In addition, our research could be applied in educational institutions to propose new multidisciplinary activities that can be proposed combining our methodology
with recommendation algorithms. Through information collected about experiences of
students and teachers in courses, we could recommend activities.
Researchers could apply our methodology to other domains or other media, such
as audio recordings, books and figures. Also, a module for viewing maps can be implemented to support analysis of educational materials from different education institutes
around the world. An atlas of educational materials could be useful for implementing
space-time queries that could enrich research in Education and Computer Science.
A Recommender System could be developed to improve the choice of slides and
videos; However, it would be necessary to collect data from user access to these materials.
For example data on the last courses that a student held in Coursera could be used to
construct a personalized study guide on subjects that would be interesting for this student;
the recommendation system could also recommend more Coursera courses.
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